Writing concurrent programs is a challenge because developers must consider both functional correctness and performance requirements. Numerous program analyses and testing techniques have been proposed to detect functional faults, e.g., caused by incorrect synchronization. However, little work has been done to help developers address performance problems in concurrent programs, e.g., because of inefficient synchronization. This paper presents SyncProf, a concurrency-focused profiling approach that helps in detecting, localizing, and optimizing synchronization bottlenecks. In contrast to traditional profilers, SyncProf repeatedly executes a program with various inputs and summarizes the observed performance behavior. A key novelty is a graph-based representation of relations between critical sections, which is the basis for computing the performance impact of critical sections, for identifying the root cause of a bottleneck, and for suggesting optimization strategies to the developer. We evaluate SyncProf on 19 versions of eight C/C++ projects with both known and previously unknown synchronization bottlenecks. The results show that SyncProf effectively localizes the root causes of these bottlenecks with higher precision than a state of the art lock contention profiler and that it suggests valuable strategies to avoid the bottlenecks.
INTRODUCTION
Developing concurrent programs that are both correct and efficient is a challenge. On the one hand, a program must carefully synchronize concurrent accesses to shared data to avoid concurrency bugs, such as data races and atomicity violations. On the other hand, the program should avoid unnecessary or overly conservative synchronization because each synchronization operation may degrade the performance. Since these two goals, correctness and performance, are often contradictory, developers struggle to achieve both. A recent study reports that more than 25% of all critical sections (CSs) are changed at some point by the developers, both to fix correctness bugs and to enhance performance [22] . Another study shows that unnecessary synchronization is a common root cause for real-world performance problems [26] . Over the past decades, most research has focused on analyzing and debugging the correctness of concurrent programs, e.g., through detecting data races [7, 16, 29, 34] or atomicity violations [4, 18, 54, 60, 65] , schedule exploration [8, 11, 38, 52, 53, 58] , test generation [40, 44] , and static analysis [19, 28, 39, 59, 63] . In contrast, the problem of detecting and avoiding concurrency-related performance problems is currently understudied.
For example, consider a performance problem in the libvirt KVM/QEMU driver [31] . A user reports a slowdown in virtual machine creation when multiple virtual machines are created in parallel. Figure 1a shows an excerpt of the execution of the libvirt program with five threads (T1 -T5) that contend for two locks (L1 and L2) while executing six CSs (CS1 -CS6). Each lightgray and darkgray horizontal box represents the execution of a CS, where the colors indicate which lock a thread must acquire to enter a CS. We illustrate the time a thread waits until obtaining the lock with a dotted line. After careful manual inspection of the code, it turns out that CS1 is unnecessarily synchronized with the other CSs that acquire lock L1. The developers fix the problem by splitting the lock L1 into two locks.
We call a performance problem due to unnecessary or inefficient synchronization a synchronization bottleneck. Such bottlenecks occur when multiple threads contend to reach a synchronization point, such as a lock acquisition, or when a single or multiple threads need to reach a synchronization point before other threads can make progress. The root cause of a synchronization bottleneck is the CS that causes the bottleneck and that needs to be changed to avoid it.
Unfortunately, synchronization bottlenecks are difficult to detect, understand, and address for several reasons. First, a bottleneck may not manifest with a particular test case and in a particular execution, e.g., because the workload does not expose the problem or because it is amortized by the rest of the execution. As developers cannot be expected to pick the "right" input and execution to reveal synchronization bottlenecks, one important challenge is to deal with a multitude of inputs and executions. Second, when a performance problem Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. manifests, it is hard to isolate synchronization bottlenecks from other problems, such as intensive I/O. Third, even if a problem is believed to be a synchronization bottleneck, it is non-trivial to locate its root cause. Complex multi-threaded programs may contain several dozens of CSs that involve dozens of locks, making it difficult to check all of them manually. Finally, not all synchronization-related performance problems can be easily optimized. For example, a CS may be needed because the program must synchronize concurrent accesses to shared data. To identify bottlenecks that can be optimized, developers must carefully reason about the behavior of all expensive CSs and filter those that can be modified without breaking the semantics of the program.
A promising way to address the above challenges is profiling, but existing approaches only partially address the problem. For example, Visual Studio's Concurrency Visualizer [10] provides a time profile that shows the time spent in different kinds of code segments, such as synchronization, I/O, and memory management. While effective at revealing symptoms of synchronization bottlenecks, such as heavy use of a lock, such approaches fail to link symptoms to their root causes. For the example in Figure 1a , a profiler based on idleness measurement reports CS5 as the most problematic CS, because it takes the longest time to be acquired. However, CS5 is not the root cause, and optimizing it does not improve performance. A profiler that measures the time spent inside each CS reports CS2 is the most expensive CS, because it is the CS in which the most time is spent. Again, optimizing CS2 does not improve the performance, as CS3 still must wait for CS1 to finish. Another problem is that profiling is based on individual executions. Manually examining the profiles of multiple executions is not an effective way to understand the overall performance because each profile may show different results for the same code segment. Finally, existing profiling approaches quantify the cost of synchronization but do not suggest possible optimizations. This paper presents SyncProf, a profiler that detects synchronization bottlenecks, pinpoints their root cause, and suggests potential optimization strategies to address them. Given a program and tests to execute it, the approach dynamically analyzes multiple executions of the program and selects inputs where an increased workload increases the execution time while decreasing the CPU utilization. A key component of the approach is a novel graph representation of wait relationships between CSs. SyncProf generates a graph from executions and computes several metrics that summarize the impact of individual CSs on the overall execution time. Finally, SyncProf reports a ranked list of likely root causes of synchronization bottlenecks, along with their descriptions (e.g., code locations). Furthermore, SyncProf identifies instances of known bottleneck patterns that are amenable to particular optimizations, such as removing an unnecessary lock or splitting a lock, and suggests a specific optimization strategy for reported bottlenecks. The presented approach provides several benefits:
• SyncProf considers multiple inputs and executions, automatically selects those that are likely to expose a concurrency-related performance problem, and summarizes them into a set of synchronization bottlenecks.
• SyncProf isolates synchronization-related performance problems from other kinds of performance problems, providing concurrency-savvy developers a technique to address these particularly intricate issues.
• SyncProf pinpoints the root cause of bottlenecks, relieving the developer from manually reasoning about the interactions between multiple locks and CSs. Instead, developers can focus on those CSs that will benefit most from optimization.
• SyncProf simplifies the task of optimizing bottlenecks by suggesting bottleneck-specific optimization strategies. The approach does not fully automatically improve the performance, but it leaves the final decision if and how exactly to address a synchronization bottleneck to the developer. We envision the approach to be used in at least two usage scenarios. First, a developer that is not aware of any concurrency bottlenecks in a program may profile the program with SyncProf to check if any such bottleneck exists. Second, a developer that knows that a program suffers from a concurrency-related bottleneck can use SyncProf to localize the problem. These usage scenarios are similar to traditional testing and fault localization, respectively, but for performance problems.
To evaluate the effectiveness of SyncProf, we apply the approach to popular benchmarks and real-world C/C++ programs with both known and previously unknown synchronization bottlenecks. Our results show that SyncProf effectively identifies the root causes of these bottlenecks and suggests profitable optimization strategies. Compared to a state of the art lock contention profiler, Valgrind's DRD tool, SyncProf pinpoints the root cause of a bottleneck with higher precision: SyncProf summarizes many executions and requires the developer to inspect between 1 and 3 CSs, whereas DRD requires the developer to inspect various execution profiles, most of which rank the root cause at a significantly lower rank than SyncProf. Addressing the bottlenecks pinpointed by our approach yields performance improvements between 17% and 160%.
In summary, this paper contributes the following:
• A concurrency-focused profiler that detects synchronization bottlenecks, pinpoints their root cause, and suggests bottleneck-specific optimization strategies.
• A novel graph representation of interactions between CSs. The graphs provide a generic basis for computing metrics that summarize the performance impact of individual CSs on the overall execution time and for suggesting synchronization bottleneck-specific optimization strategies.
• A practical implementation and empirical evidence that the approach effectively pinpoints performance problems in real-world C/C++ programs.
APPROACH
This section presents SyncProf, a profiling approach that helps developers to identify, localize, and optimize synchronization bottlenecks. Figure 2 gives an overview of the approach. The input to the approach is a program and test cases to exercise the program. Each test case is assumed to have a parameter to increase its workload, e.g., by increasing the input size or the number of threads. The approach consists of four parts. First, SyncProf executes the program's tests and identifies tests and workload sizes that expose a synchronization bottleneck. Second, the approach measures Figure 1b . the performance impact of CSs and summarizes the impact of individual CSs across multiple inputs and executions into a graph. Third, SyncProf uses this summary to identify bottlenecks and their likely root causes. Finally, the approach matches each identified bottleneck against common bottleneck patterns and, if the matching is successful, suggests an optimization strategy that is likely to address the performance problem. The output of SyncProf is a ranked list of CSs that are the likely root cause of a synchronization bottleneck, along with a suggested optimization strategy for some of the CSs.
Bottleneck Detection
The first part of SyncProf identifies test cases that expose synchronization bottlenecks. A test case Tw has a programspecific parameter w that specifies the size of the workload. For example, in a file compression program, possible workload parameters are the file size and the number of threads; in a server-side web application, a typical workload parameter is the number of requests per time [3, 13, 37] ; in a database system, workload parameters may include a variety of attributes, such as the number of database queries per time, the number of tables, and the number of threads [5] .
Given a set of parametrized test cases, SyncProf executes each test case with an increasing workload size. Identifying synchronization bottlenecks based on these executions is non-trivial because an increasing execution time is not a sufficient criterion. One reason is that increasing the workload size is expected to increase the execution time. Another reason is that synchronization bottlenecks may be hidden among other time-consuming behavior, especially among expensive but necessary behavior [66] , such as I/O-intensive operations.
To address this challenge, SyncProf analyzes two symptoms of suboptimal performance: execution time and CPU usage. The approach identifies test cases where increasing the workload size leads to an increased execution time while the CPU usage is below a configurable threshold (default: 90%). We perform the following steps for each test case. At first, the approach executes the test case N times (default: N = 20) and obtains a set of execution times M = {t1, t2, . . . , tN } and CPU usage values U = {u1, u2, . . . , uN }. Repeating test execution is necessary to deal with the nondeterministic performance behavior of concurrent programs. Then, SyncProf increases the workload size for the test case and again executes the test case N times, giving execution times M ′ and CPU usage values U ′ . Now, the approach checks whether the two required symptoms manifest. To this end, SyncProf performs statistical analysis that check (1) whether the execution time in M ′ are significantly larger than the times in M, (2) whether the values in U ′ are not significantly larger than the values in U, and (3) whether the mean of U ′ is less than 90%. If these conditions hold, then SyncProf keeps the test case and the workload size for the remaining parts of the approach. Otherwise, the approach continues to increase the workload size. The increments of the workload size are provided along with the tests. For example, for a database system, one may increase the table size by 100 in each round. If the symptoms do not manifest after δmax rounds (default: δmax = 20), the approach discards the test case.
An alternative to our approach would be to identify bottlenecks by measuring the percentage of time spent on synchronization. However, this alternative approach requires to instrument the program, imposing a significant runtime.
Instead, our approach is lightweight, enabling the first part of SyncProf to consider many tests and workload sizes.
Performance Impact Analysis
Given a set of test cases that are likely to expose synchronization bottlenecks, the second part of SyncProf computes the performance impact of each CS or lock on the overall execution time. The performance impact analysis builds upon a graph representation that summarizes the relations of CSs during a particular execution. To obtain this graph, SyncProf instruments the program and executes the test cases identified in the first part of the approach.
Synchronization Dependence Graph
SyncProf summarizes the synchronization-related behavior of a test execution into a graph: Definition 1. A synchronization dependence graph is a graph (V, E). V is a set of nodes {d1, d2, . . . di}, where di is a dynamic instance of a CS. E is a set of directed causality edges E = {di → dj}, implying dj is waiting for di.
To uniquely identify CSs, SyncProf statically computes an identifier for each CS. The identifier is based on the entry and exit instructions of a CS, such as pthread_mutex_lock and pthread_mutex_unlock. Furthermore, to distinguish different paths through the CS, SyncProf computes a separate identifier for each acyclic control-flow path between the entry and exit instructions.
A SyDG is a connected or disconnected graph that consists of one or more connected subgraphs. Each subgraph depicts the dependence among dynamic instances of CSs.
The causality edges are constructed in three categories. A direct waiting edge reflects that a CS attempts to obtain the lock that is currently held by another CS. An indirect waiting edge reflects that di, which originally waits for dj, now waits for a new dynamic CS d k . A nested waiting edge reflects that di, which waits for dj, may also wait for another dynamic CS d k if d k is waited for by a CS nested within dj. . Each edge is assigned to a cost value (the edge labels are described later in the section). It is possible that a thread has to wait for one CS while it is executing another CS (i.e., nested CSs). Figure 1c displays a partial SyDG for Figure 1a that involves nested CSs, where the dash-dotted line indicates a nested waiting edge. Since d2 is the outer CS of d3, a nested waiting edge (the dashed line) is added from d1 to the waiter of d2 (i.e., d5).
Constructing the Graph
SyncProf constructs the SyDG for an execution by instrumenting the program and by analyzing the execution trace. The trace is a sequence if synchronization events, i.e., acquiring a lock, obtaining a lock, and releasing a lock. Algorithm 4 summarizes the interpretation of the execution trace. A CS is set to be active on the current thread upon procedure BuildSyDG (trace) 1: V = φ ; E = φ 2: for each synchronization event e in trace 3: switch e 4:
case lock acquire: 5:
case lock obtain: 10:
setActive (d.tid) ← true 11:
case lock release: In the example of Figure 3 , when d5 is entered, the cost of edge (d1, d5) is 8 (shown on the left of the slash).
Next, the algorithm iterates through each CS Figure 3 , when d3 is entered, an indirect waiting edge (the dotted line) is added from d3 to d5, indicating that d5 becomes a waiter of both d1 and d3. The cost of a direct waiting edge (d1, d5) is then reduced from 8 to 4 (shown on the right of the slash).
To construct SyDGs in the case of nested CSs, the algorithm first iterates through all outer CSs of d by locating each active CS o (excluding d) on the current thread (line 17). The waiters of o are in turn indirectly waiting on d ′ . In Figure 1c , when d3 is entered, the cost of (d1, d3) is updated to 2. The cost of the nested waiting edge is equal to c(d1, d3). In the meantime, the cost of edge (d2, d5) is reduced to to 4 − 2 = 2. Thus, the wait time incurred by T4 is attributed to both CS1 and CS2.
The timestamps used to construct SyDGs are based on a logical clock, which measures the number of executed conditionals (i.e., direct/indirect calls and direct/indirect branches) instead of actual wall-clock execution time. The rational for measuring time through this proxy metric, which is inspired by [46] , is twofold. First, accurately measuring the time span between two events that are close to each other in time is challenging due to the limited precision of timestamps provided by the operating system. As a result, measuring wall-clock time risks to yield inaccurate and potentially misleading values. Second, as the instrumentation added by SyncProf influences the execution time of the profiled program, measurements of wall-clock execution time may be distorted. In contrast, the number of executed conditionals is not influenced by instrumentation.
Performance Impact Metrics
Based on the SyDG of an execution, SyncProf quantifies the performance impact of CSs and locks. The result of this step is a set of impact values for each test T , denoted by P IT . We use P IT,CS to denote the cost value associated with a particular CS, where CS refers to the unique static CS. Unlike existing contention measurement approaches [9, 27, 56] that focus on a specific metric, SyDGs provide a generic representation that enables SyncProf to compute multiple metrics that summarize the performance impact of CSs. Here, we introduce three metrics used by SyncProf.
All-path Wait Time (APWT). This metric measures the performance impact of a CS by aggregating the time spent by all other threads waiting for the CS:
c(e) V (SyDGT ) are all nodes in SyDGT obtained by exercising test T , v.sid is the CS identifier, out(v) are the outgoing edges of v, and c(e) is the cost of an outgoing edge of v.
For example, consider the SyDG constructed for the example in Figure 3 . The performance impact of CS1 is the sum of performance impacts across all dynamic instances (i.e., [d1,1] and [d5,1]) of CS1, that is, P IT,1 = 4 + 4 = 8, Likewise, P IT,2 = 2 + 2 + 2 = 6.
Critical-path Wait Time (CPWT). Considering wait time can be effective at identifying synchronization bottlenecks, the results may be misleading when the synchronization bottleneck does not impact the completion time of a program. To address this problem, the CPWD metric considers the critical path 1 [6, 9] of an execution while quantifying the performance impact of a CS. Applying CPWT requires isolating critical path graphs from other subgraphs in each SyDG: Definition 3: A critical path graph is a subgraph of a SyDG, where the last node of each connected component is from the last finished thread.
In the example in Figure 3 , since T4 is the last finished thread, the critical path graph contains the nodes d2, d4, d6, and d7. In contrast to APWT, CPWT concludes that CS2 induces the highest performance impact.
SyncProf also enables developers to combine multiple metrics. In this case, the performance impact of a CS is the mean of the impacts computed by multiple metrics.
All-path Lock Time (APLT). The APWT and CPWT metrics quantify performance impact for individual CSs. In 1 A path that directly impacts the completion time of a program. some cases, optimization is done for multiple CSs associated with the same lock. The APLT metric enables developers to analyze the performance impact for individual locks. The APLT measures the total time spent by other threads waiting for L, denoted by P IT,L. Specifically, for each lock object L, SyncProf locates the nodes in a SyDG associated with L, and adds up the costs of all their outgoing edges.
In the example in Figure 3 , where the two SyDGs involve different locks L1 (top subgraph) and L2 (bottom subgraph). Thus, P IT,L1 = 4 + 4 + 4 = 12, and P IT,L2 = 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 12.
Dealing with Non-Deterministic Performance
Different program executions for one input may expose different performance properties due to the non-deterministic behaviors of multi-threaded programs. To mitigate such non-determinism, SyncProf takes additional executions for each input and considers only performance impact values that vary within specified bounds. Specifically, SyncProf assumes a fixed testing budget B for executing all test cases. Let N be the number of times one can repeat a test case T within B. SyncProf repeatedly executes test T and calculates P IT,CS for each CS (see Section 2.2.
3)
. At the end of each repetition, SyncProf accumulates P IT,CS using a set MT,CS, i.e., MT,CS = {P IT,CS 1 , P IT,CS 2 , . . . , P IT,CS n }, where n is the n th repetition and n ≤ N . Next, the standard deviation of MT,CS is calculated, denoted by σ(P IT,CS). SyncProfstops repeating executions when σ(P IT,CS) is below a specified threshold δstop or when n reaches the maximum value N . By default, SyncProf sets δstop to the percentage (σp) of the mean of the Mn, that is, MT,CS · σp [45] . For the evaluation, we use a testing budget B of 12 hours, δstop = 0.01, and N = 10.
It is possible that the standard deviation σ(P IT,CS) is above the specified threshold δstop after the number of repetitions reach N . In this case, SyncProf will report the CS CS as inconclusive [45] and leave it for manual inspection. However, we did not find any inconclusive test cases in our study. The final PIT,CS is the mean of MT,CS, excluding any inconclusive test cases, i.e., PIT,CS = MT,CS.
Root Cause Analysis
Given the performance impact values of all critical sections and tests, SyncProf ranks CSs by their likelihood to be the root cause of a bottleneck. Each CS corresponds to a set P ICS = {M1,CS, M2,CS, . . . , MT,CS} of performance impact values, where T is the index of a test input. Next, SyncProf ranks the CSs in terms of the mean of each P ICS. Formally, SyncProf considers CS1 to be more critical than CS2 if P ICS 1 > P ICS 2 . Once CSs are prioritized, SyncProf enables developers to choose which CSs to optimize and suggests optimization strategies.
Another possible approach is to perform a pairwise analysis between all CSs and to conclude that one CS is more performance impact than another when there is a statistically significant difference. We rejected this idea for two reasons. First, this approach ranks CSs in a partial order, which could be difficult for developers to understand. Second, conducting multiple hypothesis tests might trigger the multiple comparison problem and therefore compromise the validity of the ranking. 
Suggesting Optimization Strategies
The final step of SyncProf heuristically suggests optimization strategies for the detected synchronization bottlenecks. We consider three optimizations: unnecessary synchronization elimination, lock split, and reader-writer locks. SyncProf reports descriptions of suggested optimizations, that each contain a static CS identifier, locks and objects, code locations, and suggested actions. Table 1 describes a sample output, which indicates that CS1, CS3 and CS5 are protected by the same lock (i.e., mutex_enter with object g_lock). This lock can be split into two locks on CS1 and CS3, and can be removed on CS5.
To obtain such suggestions, SyncProf performs the following steps. First, the approach instruments synchronization operations, CS entry and exit points, and memory reads and writes. The tests are exercised against the instrumented program to generate a new set of SyDGs specific for optimization (denoted as SyDGo). The SyDGo is constructed in the same way as the original SyDG (Section 2.2), except that a SyDGo does not record or update timestamps. Every SyDGo node maintains a read set (CS rd ) and a write set( CSwt) that record all memory locations accessed in the CS. To mitigate runtime overhead, SyncProf instruments only the top K CSs in the ranking and the CSs that use the same lock as the K CSs; this information can be retrieved by analyzing the original SyDGs. The above process of generating SyDGos is repeated N times. Thus, the number of traces is |T | * N , where |T | is the number of tests. We set K = 5 and N = 20 in the evaluation.
Next, SyncProf transforms all SyDGos into a universal synchronization dependence graph (U SyDG). To do this, for each thread across all SyDGos, the nodes with common static CS identifiers are merged on this thread, and their read and write sets are joined, respectively. The incoming or outgoing points of the associated edges are merged. Figure 5c displays the USyDG by merging SyDG1 and SyDG2, where the two CSs (node 1) in T1 are merged into one node. In the USyDG, r indicates there exists a shared variable read in a node (i.e., CS rd = {r}), and w indicates the same shared variable is written (i.e., CS rd = {r}). The (L) indicates a CS is protected by a lock L.
Identifying Optimization Patterns. To identify optimizable CSs, SyncProf considers three patterns to match with each pair of connected nodes (m and n) in the USyDG: (1) null-shared, (2) read-read, and (3) low-degree-conflicts.
The null-shared pattern happens when there exist no shared memory accesses between two CSs. Two USyDG nodes match the null-shared pattern if ((CS rdm ∪CSwt m ) ∩ (CS rdn ∪ CSwt n )) = φ. The read-read pattern refers to the case where two CSs protected by the same lock access the shared variable but none of them is a write. This pattern is matched if (CS rdm ∩ CSwt n = φ) ∧ (CS rdn ∪ CS rdn = φ). (2), and if the static CS identifiers in the pair are not identical, the edge for the pair is removed. In the example of Figure 5c , edges (T1:1,T2:2), and (T1:1,T3:4) are removed (updated in Figure 5d ), because they both match the read-read pattern. The edge (T1:1,T2:1) is not removed because their node identifiers are identical. Next, for each standalone node in the updated USyDG, SyncProf suggests to remove the synchronization in the node, as the node does not have dependences on other CS nodes. In Figure 5d , node 2 in T2 is removed.
Unnecessary Synchronization Elimination. If a pair of nodes matches either pattern (1) or

Lock Split. For the remaining connected USyDG nodes,
SyncProf reconstructs lock dependences to suggest fine-grained locks that guard disjoint sets of shared variables. To do this, SyncProf first removes the original locks in each node, and then uses dummy locks to reconstruct its lock set. Specifically, SyncProf assigns a dummy lock to every node s that has only outgoing edges. A node t with incoming edges should be synchronized by the given lock of its source node s. Thus, the lock set of t is updated by joining with the lock set of s. In the meantime, the lock sets of all other nodes with the same identifiers are updated to ensure consistency. In the example of Figure 5d , node 1 (on T1) is assigned a new dummy lock L1 and node 4 is assigned a dummy lock L2. The lock set of node 1 on T2 is also updated to L1. Next, node 3 and node 5 are updated by joining the lock set of node 1 (i.e., L1). In the end, the original lock L is split into two locks so that node 4 does not acquire the same lock as node 1.
Reader-writer Locks. SyncProf can further suggest readerwriter locks. To do this, for each node s with a non-empty write set, SyncProf finds all undirected simple paths starting from s. If all nodes except s in a path have common node identifiers, and if the write sets of these nodes are all empty, the node identifier is a reader of s. In Figure 5d , <3:T3, 1:T1, 1:T2> is a simple path starting from node 3.
In fact, node 1 is a reader of node 3 and can be executed concurrently. Thus, node 1 and node 3 can be protected by a reader-writer lock.
The low-degree-conflicts is a special pattern that indicates that two CSs protected by the same lock both read and write to a shared memory, but such conflicting accesses occur very infrequently. To identify the degree of conflicts between two CSs, SyncProf measures the percentage of two consecutive executions of a CS pair that matches either pattern (1) or pattern (2) (i.e., a non-conflicting access pattern) over all consecutive executions of the pair. If the percentage exceeds a threshold δ deg , the CS pair matches the low-degree-write pattern. We set δ deg = 80% as a default.
In practice, it is almost impossible to suggest concrete optimizations for the low-degree-write pattern, as it often depends on program design and thus requires developers' knowledge to optimize the code. For example, developers may choose to reduce the size of CSs, set flags to enable synchronizations under certain condition, applying specific data structures (e.g., non-blocking algorithm [35] ). In this case, SyncProf only reports CSs that match pattern (3), and leaves them for developers to investigate.
IMPLEMENTATION
SyncProf is implemented on top of the PIN instrumentation framework [33] . To obtain CS identifiers, we use CodeSurfer 2 to perform context-sensitive and flow-sensitive analysis that enumerates paths enclosed in each CS. The instrumentation considers entry and return instructions of all synchronization operations, event types, identifiers of synchronization objects, and identifiers of thread and memory accesses. All these events are recorded using APIs provided by PIN. When a test run completes, a SyDG along with its runtime information is recorded into a trace file, which is fed into the analysis modules for further processing.
EVALUATION
We apply SyncProf to several C/C++ programs to address four research questions: RQ1: How effective is SyncProf at identifying synchronization bottlenecks?
RQ2: How does SyncProf compare to a state-of-art profiler? RQ3: How effective is SyncProf at suggesting profitable optimizations?
RQ4: How efficient is SyncProf?
Experimental Setup
Benchmark Programs. Table 2 lists the C/C++ programs we use in the evaluation. We use programs with known bottlenecks to evaluate whether SyncProf identifies them and suggests profitable optimizations. We also use the latest program versions to evaluate whether SyncProf detects previously unknown synchronization bottlenecks.
The first six programs are benchmark programs used by others to study concurrency and performance [9, 25, 42, 43, 49, 64] . Only the first four benchmark programs have previously known bottlenecks [9, 49, 64] . The remaining programs are different versions of popular open source projects. To obtain known bottlenecks, we searched the project's issue trackers for synchronization-related problems and randomly 2 http://www.grammatech.com/products/codesurfer/overview.html 
Comparison with Valgrind Lock Contention Profiler.
To answer RQ2, we compare SyncProf to the Valgrind lock profiling tool DRD [14] . We choose DRD as a baseline because it is available as open source. DRD profiles individual test executions and does not select tests or summarize their behavior.
Evaluating Effectiveness of SyncProf in Suggesting Optimizations.
To answer RQ3, we compare the optimization strategy suggested by SyncProf to the known optimiza-tions. We determine whether SyncProf's suggestion matches a known optimization by manually comparing the known optimization to the suggestion.
Threats to Validity. The primary threat to external validity for this study involves the representativeness of our objects and test cases. Other objects and test cases may exhibit different behaviors and cost-benefit tradeoffs. However, we do reduce this threat to some extent by using several varieties of well studied open source code objects for our study, and test suites generated by practical approaches. Though generating performance test cases is not the focus of this work, it is true that different test cases may cause the programs to exhibit different behaviors.
The primary threat to internal validity for this study is possible faults in the implementation of our approach and in the tools that we use to perform evaluation. We controlled for this threat by extensively testing our tools and verifying their results against a smaller program for which we can manually determine the correct results.
Where construct validity is concerned, it is true that optimizing bottlenecks can be subjective. To mitigate this threat, we used the developers' fixes for the reported issues as the ground truth to assess our approach.
Results and Analysis
RQ1: Effectiveness in Localizing Bottlenecks
To answer RQ1, we compare the ranked list of CSs reported by SyncProf with the critical section CSopt and the lock Lopt that are improved in the known and previously unknown but beneficial optimizations. The higher the approach ranks CSopt and Lopt, the quicker the developer localizes the program location to optimize. While the size of CSs may also affect the manual effort required by developers, CSs are usually short. Based on a calculation on all programs, the CS size ranges from 2 to 52 lines of code, with an average of 10. Table 3 lists the bottlenecks identified by SyncProf (MySQL4-1 and MySQL4-2 indicate two bottlenecks found in MySQL4 (V 5.7.5)). FMM and Firefox4 are not listed because no synchronization bottlenecks are detected or have been known. The first block of columns shows the rank by the three metrics of SyncProf. The numbers in parentheses indicate the percentage of CSs (locks) that the developer would have to inspect among all executed CSs (locks) in the program.
SyncProf found two previously unknown and valid bottlenecks in Cholesky and MySQL9. We reported the bottleneck to the MySQL developers (bug #80101). SyncProf found another bottleneck that was previously unknown to us (MySQL4-2); it has been fixed independently of us in the next version of MySQL.
For all 18 detected bottlenecks, SyncProf guides the programmer to the desired CS by examining at most 5% of all CSs. In fact, for nine of 18 bottlenecks using the CPWT metric, the root cause is ranked first among all CSs. For four out of 18 bottlenecks, the CPWT metric is more effective than the APWT metric. For the other bottlenecks, the CSs that introduces significant performance impact are executed in short-execution threads. For 15 of 18 bottlenecks, the lock is ranked as the first among all locks using the APLT metric. We conclude that SyncProf is effective at pinpointing the root cause of synchronization bottlenecks and that the critical path metrics are particularly effective.
Usefulness of Selecting Bottleneck-exposing Tests.
We also evaluated whether the step of selecting bottleneck-exposing test cases impacts the effectiveness of SyncProf ("Rank by SyncProf w/o selection" of Table 3 ). Without this step, SyncProf was less effective for twelve out of 18 bottlenecks using the CPWT metric, showing that the test selection step is beneficial.
RQ2: Comparison with Existing Profiler
To compare SyncProf with the existing DRD profiler, we consider the ranked list of CSs that DRD reports as potential bottlenecks. In contrast to our approach, DRD does not summarize the profiling results of multiple test cases, leaving the task of picking the "right" test case to the developer. For a fair comparison, we run DRD on all test cases and compute the number N of CSs to inspect before hitting the desired CS for each run. Columns "MAX" and "AVG" of Table 3 show the maximum and average number of CSs over all analyzed runs, respectively. The next column shows the confidence interval of N over all analyzed runs, indicating the range in which N is likely to be.
We compare SyncProf to DRD by comparing how many CSs a developer must inspect to find the root cause of a bottleneck. For SyncProf, we use a ranking that combines the performance impacts reported by both APWT and CPWT (column "AVG" in the first block). For DRD, we consider the average rank at which the root cause CS appears across all profiled executions. All rankings provided by SyncProf are strictly more effective in pinpointing the root cause than DRD. For example, for MySQL2, SyncProf reports the desired CS at rank one or three (depending on the metric), whereas DRD is likely to rank the CS at a position between 4.0 and 9.2, with an average rank of 6.8. To summarize the increase in precision of SyncProf over DRD, we compute for each program how much SyncProf reduced the number of CSs to inspect compared to DRD, and compute the geometric mean across all bottlenecks. Overall, SyncProf reduced the number of CSs to inspect by an average of 55%.
These results confirm two design decision of our approach. First, quantifying the wait time of CSs alone, as done by DRD, is not enough to evaluate the performance impact of CSs. Second, summarizing performance impact across test executions simplifies localizing bottlenecks. Table 4 lists the concrete optimizations and their detected patterns (1. null-shared, 2. read-read, and 3. low-degreeconflicts) separated by commas. The notation "-" indicates that a pattern is not found or a concrete optimization cannot be suggested. The "strikeout" line indicates a change that breaks the program's semantics. Column 3 lists the fixes for the known issues. The notation " " indicates the suggested optimization matches with the real fix. The last column lists the performance improvements after applying the optimizations. The performance improvement is calculated by averaging the improvements across all bottleneck-exposing test cases. To mitigate non-determinism, we ran each test case ten times.
RQ3: Effectiveness in Suggesting Optimizations
As Table 4 shows, SyncProf finds optimization patterns in 14 out of 18 bottlenecks. For the 14 optimizable bottlenecks, SyncProf suggested nine concrete optimizations; seven of them matched the ground truth and were beneficial. Applying the optimizations led to performance improvements between 17% and 160%. We further explain these results in Patterns Found and True Optimizations Suggested. For seven bottlenecks, SyncProf finds optimization patterns and suggests optimizations that match the ground truth. For example, in MySQL3, when a dummy table is created, the CS protected by the zip_pad.mutex lock is a top synchronization bottleneck. SyncProf detected several read-read patterns for this CS, and suggests to remove the lock. Likewise, on MySQL4-2, the lock used in the update_on_commit is suggested to be replaced with a reader lock. In MySQL2, MySQL4-1, MySQL5, Firefox1, and Firefox2, the optimizations involve splitting the locks for finergrained locking. For example, in MySQL4-1, the buffer pool mutex that protects a number of CSs was suggested to split into four different mutex objects.
Patterns Found and Optimizations Not Suggested. For five bottlenecks, SyncProf detected optimization patterns involving low-degree conflicts but does not suggest optimizations targeting specific CSs. For example, on UTS, Radiosity and Cholesky, the shared queue is protected by a lock, but the conflict accesses rarely happen. This bottleneck can be optimized with a non-blocking queue algorithm. In Barnes, a lock array is too small to support fine-grained locking, which can be optimized by increasing the array index [64] .
Suggesting concrete optimizations for the above bottlenecks requires a deep understanding of the semantics of the programs.
In MySQL7, the threads waiting for a condition variable are simultaneously waken up and contend to enter the same CS. This CS rarely involves conflicting accesses. The real fix is to use separate condition variables to wake up threads in multiple phases. In Firefox3, the optimization is to partition the session lock into a bucket of locks, and each lock is indexed in different sessions. Again, these optimizations require the developer's knowledge.
Patterns Found and Optimization Falsely Suggested.
In MySQL6, a CS is used to examine a list of plugins. Since no plugins are installed in the tested program, SyncProf detected several read-read patterns in this CS. However, conflicting accesses may occur when plugins are installed. The real fix is to use counters to track the loading and unloading of each plugin and to enable the lock when the counter is not zero. Suggesting such optimizations requires additional software components.
In MySQL9, SyncProf detected several read-read patterns in the CS of the function lock_trx_release_locks. SyncProf suggests to remove the lock. However, the bottleneck is only exposed with read-only transactions; conflicts may still occur for write transactions. After manually examining the code, we suggested to check whether a transaction is readonly, and returns without acquiring the lock. We reported this optimization to the MySQL developers.
Patterns Not Found. For two bottlenecks, SyncProf could not match any optimization patterns. In Ocean, the real optimization is to reduce the amount of code in the CS to eliminate unnecessary lock acquire attempts [24] . The other case occurred on MySQL8, where the two logging functions (commit and write) both use the log_sys->mutex lock to write to a buffer. The real optimization is to use two different buffers, so the commit and write functions execute concurrently.
Both of the above cases require developer knowledge to find the optimizations. However, SyncProf is still beneficial because it identifies synchronization bottlenecks and can relieve developers from manually locating the problems before getting to specific optimizations.
RQ4: Efficiency of SyncProf
The "Time" columns in Table 3 show the total analysis time of SyncProf, SyncProf without the first step that selects test cases, and DRD. Without the first step of the approach, the analysis is significantly higher because up to four times more test cases need to be executed and summarized, whereas selecting test cases accounts for less than 2% of the overall analysis time. The efficiency of DRD is similar to that of SyncProf. For some programs, DRD require less analysis time than SyncProf, primarily because it does not need additional runs for test summarization. However, this slight advantage in efficiency is outweighed by SyncProf's improvements in effectiveness (Section 4.2.2).
The runtime overhead for binary instrumentation was about 10x for open source projects, and 4x for the benchmark programs. If the search for optimizations was enabled, the overhead was up to 60x for open source projects, and 100x for the memory intensive benchmark programs. These overheads are in the same order of magnitude as that of other profilers [20, 41] . We consider these overheads to be acceptable for in-house performance profiling, which is the intended usage scenario of SyncProf.
DISCUSSION
It is possible that optimizing a CS introduces a new bottleneck due to CS reordering. We controlled for this threat by verifying whether the optimization can improve overall performance. Another potential problem is the overhead of profiling. To avoid the problem that profiling influences the performance and may distort the profiling results, we do not measure wall-clock time. Instead, SyncProf uses a logical clock that counts the number of evaluated conditionals (see Section 2.2.2).
SyncProf may fail to detect a problem if the bottleneck CS is not exercised by the existing test cases. Also, SyncProf may suggest incorrect optimizations that can affect program correctness (e.g., data races due to lock elimination). In our study, the reason for the incorrect suggestions is that the test cases do not exercise all CSs needed for precise optimization. In addition, without using all inputs, the performance impact reported by SyncProf may be different from that in the deployed environment. Work on automated test input generation may address these limitations.
RELATED WORK
Several profiling techniques identify and accelerate synchronization bottlenecks using software and hardware approaches [9, 15, 17, 27, 32, 36, 56] . These techniques focus on individual executions. For example, Tallent et al. [56] use an idleness metric to locate the threads that are responsible for the idleness, so the threads can be accelerated by the hardware. Dynatrace [15] and Intel Vtune [1] report lock contention by computing thread synchronization time.
Similar to DRD, they analyze individual execution, whereas SyncProf identifies summarizes the performance impact of each CS across multiple executions. None of the existing techniques tracks indirect or nested dependences of CSs, which may lead to imprecise results. Moreover, none of the above techniques suggests optimizations.
Other research finds performance problems through dynamic analysis [2, 23, 26, 41] or static pattern matching [51] . For example, MemoizeIt [57] detects repeated method calls that can be optimized through memoization. StackMine mines call stack traces to discover call sequences with a high performance impact [23] . While the above techniques are inspiring and effective, they focus on sequential programs.
Several approaches analyze concurrency-related performance issues [12, 22, 45, 62, 66, 66] . For example, SpeedGun [45] generates multi-threaded performance test cases to expose performance differences between two program versions. Yu et al. [66] propose a trace-based dynamic approach to identify general performance problems (including lock contention) and report root causes. Wert et al. [62] characterize symptoms of performance problems, which can be used to determine a specific type of issue, such as synchronization-related performance problems. However, none of the above techniques localizes the root cause of a bottlenecks or suggests optimizations.
Some techniques optimize critical sections or locks to improve performance [12, 47, 48, 55, 67] . For example, Lock Elision (LE) [47, 48] uses a hardware approach to dynamically remove unnecessary locks. However, this approach does not localize bottlenecks or suggest optimizations at the code level. Curtsinger et al. [12] use a causal profiling approach to identify code with optimization opportunities. It requires developers to insert progress/delay points at the start and end of an event of interest (e.g., a transaction). Again, this approach uses single inputs and does not suggest optimizations. However, we may build upon their work to predict the benefits of optimization.
There has been some work on using lock-related graphs to achieve different goals [21, 30, 50, 61, 66] . For example, the wait-for graph and its extensions have been widely used to detect deadlocks [30, 50, 61] . Yu et al. [66] propose a wait graph to identify general performance problems in device drivers. Our SyDG approach is different in several aspects. First, the SyDG specifically targets synchronization bottlenecks and thus can effectively help developers identify ineffective synchronization usage. Second, a SyDG models several types of causal-edges, which can precisely compute the performance impact of CSs. Third, the SyDG provides a generic basis for computing multiple performance metrics.
CONCLUSIONS
We present SyncProf, a concurrency-focused performance profiler that helps developers identify synchronization bottlenecks, localize their root cause, and find suitable optimizations. The approach summarizes the performance behavior from multiple inputs and executions into a ranked list of critical sections. A key ingredient of SyncProf is a novel graph representation of the wait relations between critical sections, which provides a generic basis for metrics that summarize the performance impact of critical sections and for suggesting bottleneck-specific optimization strategies. Our study shows that the approach successfully identifies and localizes both existing and previously unknown bottlenecks, and that it suggests effective optimization strategies for most of them. Given the increasing need for efficient concurrent software, we consider our work to be a useful contribution to the developer's toolbox.
